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Abstract — Spatial sound has a conceptual role in the Web3D
environments, due to highly realism scenes that can provide.
Lately the efforts are concentrated on the extension of the X3D/
X3DOM through spatial sound attributes. This paper presents a
novel method for the introduction of spatial sound components
in the X3DOM framework, based on X3D specification and Web
Audio API. The proposed method incorporates the introduction
of enhanced sound nodes for X3DOM which are derived by the
implementation of the X3D standard components, enriched
with accessional features of Web Audio API. Moreover, several
examples-scenarios developed for the evaluation of our approach.
The implemented examples established the achievability of new
registered nodes in X3DOM, for spatial sound characteristics in
Web3D virtual worlds.
Keywords — Spatial sound, X3D, X3DOM, Web Audio API,
Web3D, Real-time, Realistic 3D, 3D Audio.

I. Introduction
THE three Dimensional (3D) visualization plays a vital role in
Computer Graphics. In the last few years, there is a growing interest in
the technologies which have been designed to present Web 3D scenes.
This effort has started since 1995, when a text based meta-language,
Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML), was design with the
influence of HTML [1]. Following this, the Web Graphics Library
(WebGL) introduced in 2011 by the Kronos Group [2] and attracted
considerable attention by Eicke et al. [3], due to the effective suggested
method for Web 3D representation, without any particular hardware
and software requirements. The so-called extensible 3D (X3D), is one
of the latest architectures that has come up as an extension of VRML
[4]. The use of the Extensible Markup Language (XML) in X3D had
as a consequence increased flexibility and maturity in comparison
to VRML [5]. However, the drawback of plugins installation was
remaining. This problem was solved by the proposed X3DOM
framework, as reported by Behr et al. [6]. For this reason, the last five
years almost 70% of the X3D specification has been realized into the
X3DOM framework, but the spatial sound attributes are remaining an
open issue and not implemented yet, despite the fact that it is a critical
issue for the 3D scene.
Moreover, the literature on 3D sound shows that it has attracted
much attention from research teams. The group of Garbe [7] and Ding
et al. [8], through the enrichment of their X3D audio nodes, succeed
in better Web 3D representation. In the meantime, the most interesting
approach to this issue has been proposed by the Web Audio API. This
describes a high-level JavaScript API [9] that provides a group of new
and reinforced audio properties in Web applications [10]. Wyse et al [11]
and Pettersson et al. [12] have developed a novel implementation by
using Web Audio API in order to achieve their goals for spatial sound.
Most of the 3D applications support spatial sound. For example, the

position and the intensity of a sound source could be managed by the
user and accordingly, could be changed depending on the movement of
the user. All the above are important for realistic scene. Consequently,
spatial sound is an equally decisive issue for both, the 3D and the Web
3D applications.
However, while X3D ISO [13] includes the specification of the
spatial sound components, it has not been implemented in X3DOM
yet. Moreover, there is no efficient implementation of spatial sound in
X3D in general. Besides that, few publications can be available in the
literature that address the issue of the X3D sound extension [7] [14]
but they work only with a very limited number of sophisticated sound
properties and methods. Therefore, we demonstrate an innovative
method to improve the spatial auralization in X3DOM, through the
X3D specification and the structure of Web Audio API. In detail, we
make an effort to combine the benefits of X3DOM, such as the open
technology and the lack of plugins use, with the flexible HTML5 and
the efficient Web Audio API. Accordingly, our work intends to include
3D sound in a declarative web 3D scene, with the ability to run natively.
Likewise, the paper does not only focus on the implementation but also
on the evaluation through a variety of scenarios.
The rest of the paper is organized in 4 sections: Section II describes
the technologies that are used, Section III analyses the implementation.
The experimental results of the evaluation are presented in Section IV
and Section V concludes the paper.

II. Background
This section presents background information for the X3D/X3DOM
and for the 3D Audio (Web 3D Audio - Web Audio API - X3D/X3DOM
Audio) as well.

A. Web 3D - X3D/X3DOM
The X3D has been proposed by Web3D consortium, a nonprofit
organization which is a combination of business companies, government
agencies, academic institutions, and individual professionals. It has
been formally approved by the International Standards Organization
(ISO) as ISO/IEC 19775, since 2004 [15]. X3D is modern descendant
of VRML, it not only includes the capabilities of VRML, but also
predominates in several aspects. Particularly, it uses XML in order to
express the geometry and integrates plainly with other applications
[16]. Moreover, it is organized into logical groupings of functionality
(components) [17], which could be expanded and enriched with new
ones. Likewise, X3D applications are reliable and predictable; similarly
X3D binary format provides encryption and compression [18]. For the
aforementioned reasons, the X3D has become more attractive and
effective than the VRML.
On one hand, X3D has been used already in HTML5 in order to
declare the web 3D worlds. On the other hand, it does not address
the problem of connection between the web-browser frontends and
the X3D backends. X3DOM comes to overcome this issue [19].
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Table I
Our implementation for the registration of X3D sound nodes (attributes) into X3DOM.
X3D

X3DOM

Attributes

Our Implementation
Web Audio API

SFString description

AudioSource

SFBool loop

AudioBufferSourceNode

SFNode metadata

AudioSource
AudioSource

AudioBuffer
AudioContext

AudioSource

SFFloat pitch

AudioBufferSourceNode

AudioSource

SFTime resumeTime

AudioBuffer
AudioContext

AudioSource

SFTime startTime

AudioBufferSourceNode

AudioSource

SFTime stopTime

AudioBufferSourceNode

AudioSource

SFTime pauseTime
X3DSoundSourceNode: AudioClip

Enhanced X3D Nodes

MFString url

AudioSource

SFTime duration_changed
SFTime elapsedTime
SFBool isActive
SFBool isPaused

X3DSoundNode: Sound

SFBool enabled
SFVec3f location

PannerNode

PannerNode

SFVec3f direction

PannerNode

PannerNode

SFFloat maxBack

PannerNode

PannerNode

SFFloat maxFront

PannerNode

PannerNode

SFFloat minBack

PannerNode

PannerNode

SFFloat minFront

PannerNode

PannerNode

SFNode metadata
SFFloat intensity

GainNode

SFFloat priority

DynamicsCompressorNode

SFNode source
SFBool spatialize

AudioSource
TRUE

It is a framework, which incorporates a set of technologies such as
X3D, WebGL, HTML, CSS and JavaScript. The main objective is
the development of an X3D scene by the use of the HTML DOM and
the 3D content management through the DOM elements and without
extra plugins [20]. Equally important is the capability of X3DOM, as a
JavaScript framework, to allow three interactions; the first is an event
in the scene that causes a behavior in the scene. The second is an event
in the scene that causes a behavior in the HTML5. The last is an event
in HTML5 that causes a behavior in scene [21].
The present research efforts are focusing on the development of
Web 3D interactive virtual worlds, based on the X3DOM. However,
some studies draw attention to the X3DOM node extension.

TRUE

Stamoulias et al. [22] suggest the implementation of the rigid body
physics component in the X3DOM environment. A concept for the
improvement of the shadow representation for X3DOM is provided
by the Kuijper’s group [3]. Additionally, Kapetanakis et. al [23]
present an approach to extend the adaptation methods of X3DOM by
adding a mechanism to perform dynamic adaptation and achieve HD
video delivery in 3D Virtual Reality (VR) worlds. All the above have
the same aim; to increase the level of realism in the Web 3D scene,
through the enhancement of the X3DOM structure. The aim of the
current work, in accordance to the previous examples, is to open up
the field of the spatial sound in a web 3D scene, beyond the limits of
the X3D-X3DOM technology.
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Fig. 1. Inheritance diagram of Audio nodes in X3D.

B. 3D Audio
The sound comprises a fundamental part of real life applications
and can be produced from a plenty of audio sources. Every sound has
a specific direction and can be easily identified, due to its distinctive
characterizations and the familiarity that we have developed with
sounds [24]. Additionally, a characteristic of the human hearing system
is the ability to perceive the 3D sound. General, the meaning of 3D
sound lies in the way that the listener receives the incoming sounds
from all the directions. The concept of 3D sound is the same when it is
simulated by a computer [25]. In other words, a listener can recognize
meaningful spatial cues from a sound source, for example the direction,
the distance and the spaciousness [26].
According to the above, the 3D sound is important to be included
in virtual worlds, in order to improve the realism and the sense of
the immersivity in the scene. In this case, the user can understand
any sound source which is included in the virtual 3D scene through
the combination of visual and auditory sense. Adding natural spatial

sound to interactive 3D immersive applications, more sophisticated
information is conveyed, in conjunction with using other modalities
(e.g., vision) [27].

1) Web 3D Audio
Many approaches for Web 3D applications aimed at realistic
visualization of the scene. The most often overlooked point is the
sound, even though if it can offer further details to a 3D graphic
world. Specifically, a high immersion level is accomplished and the
natural interaction is increased, on the ground of that the graphic
scene simulates the real world in the best possible way [23]. Equally
important is the spatial audio and the rendering of spatial attributes
of each auditory objects, in a Web 3D world. These attributes involve
perceived directions, distances and spatial extends of the auditory
objects; furthermore these attributes should be conceived in the same
way as they are recognized in the real world [28].
For all the above reasons, considerable attention has been paid to
introduce sound in web application. The first attempt took place via the

Fig. 2a. This component diagram presents our proposal for spatial sound in X3DOM. The attributes of AudioClip (X3D node) have been registered in X3DOM
with the use of new enhanced X3D nodes and Web Audio API nodes. Each color expresses which fields combine in order to create the respective components in
X3DOM.
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Fig. 2b. This component diagram presents our proposal for spatial sound in X3DOM. The attributes of Sound (X3D node) have been registered in X3DOM
with the use of new enhanced X3D nodes and Web Audio API nodes. Each color expresses which fields combine in order to create the respective components in
X3DOM.

<bgsound> tag, in which only background music could be contained
in a web page and was available for specific browsers. After that,
flash was the first cross-browser way of audio on the Web, but plugins
were required. The focus of recent research was concentrated on the
element <audio> in HTML5, which could avoid the plugins, but was
not designed for sophisticated and ambitious developments [29], [30].
Specifically, the element <audio> is inferior to apply filters to the
sound signal and access the raw PCM data. Moreover, it does not
include the concept of position and direction of sources and listeners.
Lastly, it does not afford low-latency precise-timing model, which
is very important for interactive applications for the need of fast
auditory response to user actions [31]. Thus, it is not adequate for a
3D interactive web environment with demanding sound design.

the fact that a number of web audio libraries and APIs have been
developed, in order to use/handle it. Specifically, Three.js, uses the
Web Audio API to play the sound and determine the correct volume. It
is a JavaScript library, which offers a simple way programming WebGL
directly from JavaScript, with the view to create and animate 3D
scenes [36], [37]. Moreover, the webaudiox.js library disposes a set of
helpers for using the Web Audio API and the howler.js library supports
automatic caching for Web Audio API [38], [39]. Furthermore, the
pedalboard.js is an open-source JavaScript framework which develops
audio effects through the Web Audio API [40]. Another one is the Wad
library that helps to simplify manipulating audio using the Web Audio
API [41]. Lastly, the Fifer Javascript library is a lightweight conductor
for the Web Audio API with Flash Fallback. [42].

Under these circumstances, several alternatives have been
proposed, in order to establish an effective API, which attends to
overcome the most of these limitations. One of the most interesting
approach to this issue is Web Audio API, which has been proposed by
Mozilla Foundation. Predecessor of Web Audio API was the Audio
Data API. This API provided a distinct structure for writing audio
callbacks in JavaScript, but it did not provide specifications for lower
level, native, pre-compiled agent to be included in browsers [32].
As a result, Mozilla Foundation resulted in the adoption of the Web
Audio API, which was endorsed by the other browsers.

As mentioned above, the Web Audio API becomes attractive for
the spatial audio in web environments. Except the previous reasons, it
also distinguished for extra benefits. In detail, it is open source and be
supported from the most browsers. Furthermore, multi-channel audio
is available and is integrated with Web Real-Time Communications
(WebRTC). Also, high-level sound abilities as filters, delay lines,
amplifiers, spatial effects (such as panning) are offered. At the same
time, audio channels can have 3D distribution according to the
position, speed or direction of the viewer and the sound source [43].
Additionally, the Web Audio API is characterized by compositionality,
using audio node structure, which can be linked together in order to
form an audio routing graph. Besides that, it is much faster since it is
written in C++, rather than it has been written in JavaScript. However,
Web Audio API also provides a node (ScriptProcessorNode) that
allows the web developers to manage audio using JavaScript. All the
above assets make the Web Audio API to break new ground for the web
sound synthesis [10].

2) Web Audio API
Web Audio API is a high-level JavaScript API, which can be used to
synthesize audio in web applications. Additionally, it is characterized
as an extremely powerful tool for controlling audio in the browser and
tends to become a de facto standard in modern browsers [33].
Until now, 3D audio rendering engines were utilized, such as
OpenAL (Open Audio Library) [34], FMOD library, in order to
develop 3D auralization. Even thought that the existing solutions
afford friendly interfaces, they have a number of limitations. Namely,
they confined to the rendering of static audio sources, in contrast with
the Web Audio API [35].
Moreover, the significance of Web Audio API can be obvious from

Indeed, it was not a coincidence that Web Audio API has drawn
much attention from research teams in the last two years. In particular,
the literature demonstrates a variety of approaches which utilize Web
Audio API, in order to accomplish the sound in web environment [44][47]. Furthermore, many researchers have proposed various methods
of adjusting the Web Audio API in their application [48], [49], [50].
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Fig. 3. Registered nodes for the paper implementation

In either case, the approach of Web Audio API is based on the concept
of audio context, which presents the direction of audio stream flows,
between sound nodes. In every node, the properties of the sound can
be adapted and changed, depending on the application requirements.
The included nodes are possible to be sorted by type: a) Source
nodes (audio buffers, live audio inputs, oscillators and JS processors),
b) Modification nodes (filters, convolvers and panners), c) Analysis
nodes (analyzers and JS processors), d) Destination nodes (audio
outputs and offline processing buffers) [29].

3) X3D/X3DOM Audio
The current literature shows that insufficient efforts have been done
in order to incorporate the spatial sound in X3D. Particularly, two
types of nodes are included in the X3D, the first is about the sound
description and the other one for the sound source. Specifically, the
first node is the X3DSoundNode, which is an abstract node for all
sound nodes. It is minimalist with only one attribute, metadata, which
expresses important information for the significance, appearance
and the proposed role of the model [51]. The second node is the
X3DSoundSourceNode, which is the abstract node for each node that
is used to emit sound and it has a number of common fields with the
TimeSensor, for example the loop, the startTime, the stopTime, the
pauseTime and resumeTime (Figure 1).
The third node is the Sound, which is derived from the
X3DSoundNode. It is designed for the description of the X3D scene
sounds. Specifically, it determines both the location and the behavior
of the sound. Additionally, the geometry describes that the sound
can be directed and be emitted in an elliptical pattern. Two ellipsoids
constitute the pattern, which specifies the borders for level of loudness
of the sound. Also, ellipsoids can be reshaped in order to provide
more or less directional focus from the location of the sound [52].
Consequently, the sound node is intended to recognize the source and
is related to the direction, the location, the priority and general, the
spatial features of the sound source (Figure 1) [53].
The forth node is the AudioClip, which is derived from the
X3DSoundSourceNode. It specifies audio data that can be referenced
by Sound nodes. Basically, it loads an external audio file with a view
to handle playing, stopping and starting. As regard the attributes,
AudioClip has a number of fields in common with TimeSensor,
because it is an X3DSoundSourceNode and implements the

X3DTimeDependentNode abstract type. Basically, the fields of the
sound nodes and their interrelation are presented in Figure 1 by an
interpretive diagram.
Besides that the X3DOM is a descendant of X3D, the only thing that it
has been implemented for sound is the registration of X3DSoundNode,
X3DSoundSourceNode, AudioClip and Sound nodes, but without the
most of the properties of the respective X3D nodes. Specifically, an
X3DOM scene could include an audio file for playing, without any
spatial characteristics. Only the attribute “SFBool enabled” has been
extra added to X3DOM in comparison with X3D, which specifies
whether the clip is enabled or not. The first two columns of Table 1
illustrate the attributes of sound nodes that are transferred to X3DOM
from X3D.

C. Motivation
The X3DOM framework comprises a fundamental part in the 3D
web development, because it provides an approach for the integration
of declarative 3D in HTML5 [19]. However, the implementation of
spatial sound in X3DOM is still lacking, even thought that the spatial
sound should be an integral part of an immersive 3D application.
In order to overcome this drawback, we present an innovative
solution of the spatial sound in X3DOM framework that based
on a combinational methodology. Specifically, we suggested the
enrichment of X3DOM with spatial sound features, using both the
X3D sound nodes and the structure of Web Audio API. We selected
this combination for the reason that both the X3D and the Web
Audio API has been influenced by OpenAL. Particularly, the Web
Audio API has borrowed many concepts from OpenAL (position
and orientation of sources and listeners, parameters associated with
the source audio cones, relative velocities of sources and listeners)
[29]. In the same time, the structure of OpenAL has been used for
X3D sound nodes extension, by the group of Garbe [7] and several
authors [54], [55], [18] have proposed the implementation of 3D
virtual environment with the cooperation of X3D (for 3D scene)
and OpenAL (for 3D sound). The compatibility which stems from
the common ground that the API and X3D has, is the main asset that
we are taking advantage in order to incorporate the spatial sound to
X3DOM framework.
A measurement of the impact of our contribution is the number
of web applications in X3DOM platform that may benefit from the
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Fig. 4. The second example: spatial sound with a sound source which moves in the scene (right-left).

spatial sound components we introduce. Teleconferencing, gaming,
immersive internet and entertainment are some of the areas that achieve
a truly immersive listening experience, through 3D sound of X3DOM.
Although Web Audio API has been coupled with WebGL for spatial
sound in the past [36], these efforts are custom implementations that use
API’s methods natively and are still away of becoming a platform or even
more a language. Our effort was not just to customize an environment but
instead to fully integrate Web Audio API into X3D language, by introducing
new sound nodes and incorporate them in X3DOM API. In other words,
with this approach the complex sound design and implementation is
becoming transparent to the programmer and moreover the applications
are independent of the sound libraries are employed.
Fig 3 presents the new nodes which have been registered in X3DOM
according to our proposal (a combination of Web Audio API nodes
and Custom Nodes). Table 1, Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b depict the matching
of X3D and Web Audio API attributes, which have been integrated in
order to create the respective components in X3DOM.

III. Implementation
This Section is devoted to the implementation of the proposed
design. In the first place is the registration of Web Audio API and
custom components into X3DOM framework. All these nodes are used
by HTML DOM, which is essentially an X3D scene, directly from
the X3DOM and no through JavaScript structure. On the other hand,
JavaScript code, which is indicated as JavaScript Controller, accords
all the indispensable instruction of nodes design and role. It interacts
with the HTML file, for the purpose of parsing the 3D scene and being
updated on any potential change in the scene. In the following sections,
a more detailed description is presented of which nodes are entered on
the X3DOM core in order to be recognized and be used as X3DOM
element, as well as the process of JavaScript Controller.

A. Web Audio API/Enhanced X3D nodes registration into
X3DOM
The attributes of AudioClip (X3D node) and Sound (X3D node)
have been re-introduced in X3DOM with the use of:
• Two enhanced X3D nodes
1. AudioSound

1) Registered Web Audio API nodes in X3DOM
A set of Web Audio API nodes were registered in the X3DOM,
in order to implement the proposed work. To enumerate, we utilized
the AudioDestinationNode and AudioBufferSourceNode, which
represent the final audio destination and the audio source consisting
of in-memory audio data. Likewise, the GainNode affects the loudness
of a sound and the BiquadFilterNode supports all of the commonly
used second-order filter types. Furthermore, the DelayNode causes
a delay between the arrival of an input data and its propagation to
the output. The AudioListener represents the position of a person
listening to an audio source in 3D space and each source can be passed
through a PannerNode, which spatializes the input audio. Based on
the relative position of the sources and the listener, the correct gain
modifications can be computed by this method. Also, we registered
the StereoPannerNode in order to pan an audio stream left or right. A
further register node is the ConvolverNode which is effectively a very
complex filter (like the BiquadFilterNode), but rather than selecting
from a set of effect types, it can be configured with an arbitrary filter
response. The AnalyserNode is intended to provide real-time frequency
and time-domain analysis information. The ChannelSplitterNode was
utilized to separate the different channels of an audio source and it
often used in conjunction with its opposite the ChannelMergerNode.
Lastly, we recommended to insert the DynamicsCompressorNode
which was used for the compression of effects, the WaveShaperNode
for the representation of a non-linear distorter and the OscillatorNode
for the rendition of a periodic waveform [9].
It is noteworthy that the nodes StereoPannerNode, ConvolverNode,
WaveShaperNode and OscillatorNode have been registered as extra
nodes, in order to provide further sound features in the web 3D scene
and succeed a higher dimension of realism in the 3D environment.

2) Enhanced X3D nodes
The enhanced X3D nodes, which were developed for the needs
of the proposed work, are the AudioSound and AudioSource. The
first one is the “parent” element of any other new component and
the second is a combination of the development node in X3DOM,
X3DSoundSourceNode and set of attributes of the corresponding X3D
node. Specifically, the registration of AudioSound has been developed
with the follow structure:

2. AudioSource

Registration of AudioSound Node in X3DOM

• An added value set of Web Audio API nodes.
The first stage of our work is the registration of new components in
X3DOM core. Besides that, it mutually exchanges information with
the AudioBufferSourceNode component of Web Audio API. For visual
representation of the implementation structure, the reader is referred
to Fig 3.
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x3dom.registerNodeType(“AudioSound”){
this.addField_SFNode(“transform”,x3dom.nodeTypes.Transform),
this.addField_SFNode(“source”, x3dom.nodeTypes.AudioSource),
this.addField_SFNode(“panner”, x3dom.nodeTypes.PannerNode),
this.addField_SFNode(“filter”,x3dom.nodeTypes.BiquadFilterNode),
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Fig. 5. Forth example: spatial sound through camera animation in an X3D scene with two sound sources.

B. JavaScript Controller

this.addField_SFNode(“delay”, x3dom.nodeTypes.DelayNode),
this.addField_SFFloat(“playbackRate”, 1),
this.addField_SFNode(“metadata”,x3dom.nodeTypes.X3DMetadataObject)
}

As it is mentioned above, the AudioSound includes transform field
which is linked with the Transform type node, in order to connect
them using the DEF/USE attribute. Additionally, the source attribute
is to determine the sound source, through the AudioSource enhanced
X3D node. Moreover, the panner attribute links with the PannerNode,
which is reliable for the representation of audio source position and
behavior. After that, the filter is intended to insert a simple low-order
filter. Lastly, the attributes delay and playbackRate are used for delay
and the rate of input sound data.
Furthermore, AudioSource have been registered with the follow
structure:

Registration of AudioSource Node in X3DOM
x3dom.registerNodeType(“AudioSource”){
this.addField_SFString(“description”, “”),
this.addField_SFBool(“loop”, !1),
this.addField_SFNode(“metadata”,

The role of JavaScript Controller is to emulate the
ScriptProcessorNode node of Web Audio API, which provides the
ability of web audio synthesis and process, directly in JavaScript.
Equally important is the fact that one or more AudioSound
components, which incorporates AudioSource, PannerNode,
BiquadFilterNode, DelayNode and Transform nodes, could be
included in HTML. Accordingly, the structure of JavaScript
Controller starts with a repetitive detection in the HTML DOM,
until find an AudioSound node (or an Inline node. In this case,
the scene is an X3D file and all nodes are loaded by Inline node
via the “url” of X3D file.), essentially until recognize an X3DOM
audio element. Once this being achieved, a new 3D Sound Object
will be created. Then, registered nodes are invoked, following
certain order, AudioSourceNode, AnalyserNode, WaveShaperNode,
BiquadFilterNode, ConvolverNode, GainNode, PannerNode and
AudioDestinationNode. Those of the above nodes will be recognized,
they will be appended in an array, in order to be available. Together
with that, 3D Sound Object was initialized and was updated, through
the exchange of data with HTML DOM. In addition to, ArrayBuffer
and XMLHttpRequest are used, for the purpose of to load and play
sound. In case that, visual and aural conditions will be changed,
HTML DOM will be respectively updated.

IV. Evaluation

x3dom.nodeTypes.X3DMetadataObject),
this.addField_MFString(“url”, []),
this.addField_SFTime(“pauseTime”, 0),
this.addField_SFFloat(“pitch”, 1),
this.addField_SFTime(“resumeTime”, 0),
this.addField_SFTime(“startTime”, 0),
this.addField_SFTime(“stopTime”, 0) }

The description field specifies a textual description of the audio
source, the loop attribute arranges for the repetition of sound source.
The url field points to the location of the sound source of interest and
the pitch is a multiplication factor applied to sound sampling and
playback. Lastly, in X3D structure (pauseTime, startTime, stopTime)
had the defaults value (0, 0, 0). In our implementation, the respective
attributes was implemented with the default values (-1, 0, -1), for the
case that pauseTime and stopTime do not need to be used.

In this section the results of our implementation are given. In
order to verify the validity of our method, we carried out several
experiments – examples, in which new registered nodes were used
(http://medialab.teicrete.gr/minipages/x3domAudio/index.html).
Our tests have been investigated with the use of Google Chrome
41.0, Firefox Mozilla 36.0 and Opera 28.0. This choice was based
on the fact that these browsers support the Web Audio API [56].
However, in our development has anticipated the fact that the
browser cannot support spatial sound for any reason (for example
not support Web Audio API). In this case, the implementation
was adapted and produces the result without sound spatiality.
Additionally, the browser Opera cannot load .mp3 files, in this case,
our work controls this condition and if it is true, returns warning
message. Next, a description is following, which presents these
examples in detail.
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Diagram 1: (a) The Node Diagram of Single Audio Source Example (First Example). (b) The Node Diagram of Split Channels Example (Second Example). (c)
The Node Diagram of Spatial Sound Effects and Filters Example (Third Example). (d) The Node Diagram of Web3D Spatial Audio Camera Animation Example
(Forth Example).

A. Examples-Experiments

Through this process we achieved the audio visualization of the sound
source.

1) Single Audio Source
The first example1 evaluates the attenuation of one sound source,
in a web 3D scene, through the X3DOM. Specifically, it includes the
implementation of a single sound source, which is represented by a 3D
object. The spatiality of the sound is expressed by a process, in which
when the user approaching nearby to the sound source the volume
is increased and accordingly when removed therefrom is reduced.
In addition to this and depending on the side of the sound source
that the user observes, the sound is emitted from the corresponding
speaker. Apart from the 3D scene, we have also added an analyser
slider. The analyser gives the possibility to receive real-time generated
data, without any change from the input to output sound information.
1http://www.medialab.teicrete.gr/minipages/x3domAudio/singleAudio.xhtml

In order to achieve what is described in the first example, a subset
of new nodes (registered by us in X3DOM framework) were utilized in
HTML DOM. Specifically, AudioSound is used as the parent element
of any other new node. Transform, PannerNode and AudioSource
constitute the children of AudioSound. The role of Transform node is
to offer multiple DEF/USE copies of X3DOM in the new registered
AudioSound node.
Moreover, PannerNode spatializes the input audio based on the
relative position of the source and the listener. Finally, the AudioSource
is responsible to load the sound file.
The Diagram 1a summarizes the background of implementation.
Particularly, the graph illustrates how the nodes are connected and in
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which sequence they are implemented for this specific example.

while the sound strength of the other (the second one) decreases and
vice versa. Through this process, great realism of the scene is achieved,
since it emulates the spatial sound in real world.

2) Split Channels
The second example2 assesses the capability of the audio channels
split, through our implementation (Fig 4). This X3D scene includes a
simple sound source which can be moved right and left. Depending
on the position of the sound source, the user can hear the produced
sound from the corresponding output speaker. In this case, the new
registered sound nodes of the X3DOM are called directly from the
HTML file. In particular, we started with the AudioSound, which is the
parent element of any other new node, as mentioned earlier. Transform,
PannerNode and AudioSource which can represent different kinds of
filters, comprise the children of the AudioSound. Accordingly, there is
a source that can be passed through a PannerNode for the spatialization
of the input audio.

In a like manner as in the previous examples, the new registered
sound nodes of the X3DOM are called directly from the HTML
file. Therefore, an AudioSound node (which contains Transform,
PannerNode and AudioSource, as its children) for each sound source
is used.
Furthermore, Diagram 1d represents the new registered nodes flow
of this example.
Consequently, the experiments indicated that our implementation
corresponded as it was expected, without any major problem.
Furthermore, some tests repeated with the use of a considerable number
of sound sources at the same time, with effectual results.

Also, Diagram 1b outlines the nodes connection of the second
example through the implementation.

3) Spatial Sound Effects and Filters
In the same way, a third example3 is investigated during the
evaluation process, in order to introduce effects and filters in a
X3DOM environment. This example includes an X3D scene with
three sound sources. Each of them is visualized by a 3D object (in our
case is a sphere) that depicts the sound effects. Specifically, we have
added filters through of them we are able to manage the different sound
effects in an impressive way. Filters can be composed of a number of
attributes, frequency, detune, gain and the factor quality which also
known as Q.
Basically, the filters are classified in some specific types, depending
on the sound effects that produce. In detail, there is the Low-pass
filter which can create more muffled sound. Another one is the Highpass filter, which is used to generate tinny sound. Equally important
is the Band-pass filter, which cuts off low and high frequencies and
passes through only these within a certain range. On the contrary, the
Notch filter has exactly the opposite operation of the Band-pass filter.
Then is the Low-shelf filter, its role is to change the amount of bass
in a sound, as a result the frequencies that are lower than the current
frequency get a boost, while them that are over it remain unchanged.
Next, the High-shelf filter is responsible for the quantity of treble in a
sound. Moreover, Peaking filter is used in order to handle the amount
of midrange in a sound. Lastly, there is the All-pass filter, whose role is
to introduce phased effects.
In order to implement the said to our example it has been utilized
the nodes of the previous example in a similar way (the new registered
sound nodes of the X3DOM are called directly from the HTML file).
Consequently an AudioSound node for each sound source is used.
AudioSound is comprised of Transform, PannerNode, AudioSource
and BiquadFilterNode. Also, an analytical menu is provided in the web
page, so the user can change the parameters of the filters which are
described above.
The Diagram 1c shows in which way the registered nodes in
X3DOM created and used in this scenario-example.

4) Web3D Spatial Audio Camera Animation

V. Conclusions
Even though the X3DOM advantages in comparison with X3D, it
does not require plugins, the X3DOM could not adequately handle the
spatial sound. This was a major drawback for the design of realistic
and interactive 3D scenes. Our proposal is a sufficient way to solve
this problem and adds the spatial sound in X3DOM, ensuring that the
quality of 3D scenes will be increased.
Substantially, the implementation of already existing X3D sound
nodes was insufficient. For this reason, we included the structure of
Web Audio API nodes and we adapted them in the X3DOM framework.
Lastly, based on the examples-experiments, it can be concluded
that interactive Web3D scene can be composed with the use of new
registered nodes and the results confirm our methodology.
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